Mazda 6 isport

With its roomy cabin, agile handling and impressive fuel economy, the Mazda 6 is a fine choice
for a midsize sedan, especially if you want one with some personality. In the midsize sedan
segment, the Mazda 6 has always been a bit of an outlier, typically not garnering the attention of
consumers as readily as its more popular rivals. That's a shame, because the Mazda 6 can go
tire-to-tire against the segment's best in terms of driving enjoyment, cabin refinement, fuel
economy and features availability. Furthermore, the Mazda 6 arguably has one of the most
attractive and distinctive designs to go along with its sporty demeanor on the road. Sporty
performance and eye-catching sheet metal are part of the Mazda 6's appeal. One of the 6's most
impressive qualities is its combination of fuel mileage and performance. Equipped with the
available i-Eloop system optional on the Grand Touring trim , the Mazda 6 earns an
EPA-estimated 32 mpg in combined driving, which is right at the top among gasoline-fueled,
non-hybrid midsize sedans. Even without i-Eloop, the Mazda rates 31 mpg combined, which is
still a great number for a family car. Despite its meager appetite, the 6 manages to be quicker
than most four-cylinder-powered rivals. Acceleration is more than adequate whether you're
carving through city traffic or getting up to highway speeds. On top of that, the 6 boasts precise
steering and relatively nimble handling that make it fun to hustle along on the occasional back
road or circular highway on-ramp. Though this Mazda is a fantastic choice for driving
enthusiasts, the price paid for this level of athleticism is a stiffer ride than you might expect in a
midsize family sedan. Bumps and potholes are more noticeable in the 6 than in its more softly
sprung competitors, especially if you get the inch wheels. And while the Mazda 6 has one of the
best base four-cylinder engines around, there's no option to upgrade to a more powerful
turbocharged four-cylinder or V6 engine. Although our gripes with the Mazda 6 are fairly minor,
there are plenty of other solid choices in this class. The Honda Accord and Nissan Altima also
boast high fuel economy ratings as well as available V6 power and you might find them more
comfortable in everyday driving. The Ford Fusion and Kia Optima are also worth a look if sharp
styling and creature comforts are musts, plus they offer punchy turbocharged engines. Finally,
the roomy Subaru Legacy offers standard all-wheel drive, while the Toyota Camry boasts a
long-running reputation for comfort and reliability. Ultimately, you'll do well with any of them.
But if you're looking for a midsize sedan that's a bit more entertaining than most, we suggest a
test-drive of the Edmunds "A" rated Mazda 6. The Mazda 6 is a five-passenger midsize sedan
offered in three trim levels: Sport, Touring and Grand Touring. If equipped with the optional
automatic transmission, the Sport also includes a 7-inch touchscreen, a rearview camera and
audio upgrades voice commands, HD radio, Internet radio apps, text message display function
and automatic emergency notification. Stepping up to the Touring trim adds inch alloy wheels,
keyless ignition and entry, blind spot monitoring, rear cross-traffic alerts, premium vinyl
leatherette upholstery, dual-zone automatic climate control, rear air-conditioning vents, a
sliding console armrest and a six-way power driver seat. For the 6 Touring with an automatic
transmission, there's an option package that adds a sunroof, an upgraded speaker Bose audio
system and satellite radio. This package is required if you want to have the Touring Technology
package, which adds unique front end styling, adaptive LED headlights, LED daytime running
lights, automatic wipers, auto-dimming rearview and driver-side mirrors, heated side mirrors,
heated front seats and a low-speed frontal collision mitigation system with automatic braking.
The Grand Touring includes all of the above as standard, as well as different inch wheels, LED
foglights, a rear spoiler, leather upholstery, a navigation system, a head-up display,
steering-wheel-mounted paddle shifters, an eight-way power driver seat with power lumbar
support , a six-way power passenger seat and driver memory settings. The Mazda 6's attractive
cabin outclasses many of its rivals. Rear parking sensors are optional on any Mazda 6. The
front-wheel-drive Mazda 6 is powered by a 2. Sport and Touring models can be matched to
either a six-speed manual or six-speed automatic transmission with shift paddles on the
steering wheel , while the Grand Touring comes only with the automatic. In Edmunds testing, an
automatic-equipped Mazda 6 sprinted to 60 mph in 7. A Mazda 6 with a manual transmission
was a bit slower, clocking in at 8. The 6's EPA fuel economy estimates are remarkable. While the
four-cylinder motor keeps the Mazda 6 in line with the competition, its fantastic handling makes
us wish an engine upgrade was available. Standard safety features for the Mazda 6 include
antilock disc brakes, traction and stability control, front seat side airbags, full-length side
curtain airbags and active front head restraints. Standard on all trims other than the
manual-transmission Sport are a rearview camera and automatic emergency notification in the
event of a crash , while rear parking sensors are optional across the board. The Touring and
Grand Touring trims additionally include blind spot and rear cross-traffic monitoring. On
automatic-equipped cars, remote door locking is possible via the optional Mazda Mobile Start
smartphone app service. Optional on the Touring and standard on the Grand Touring is Mazda's
Smart City Brake Support , which is a frontal collision mitigation system that uses an infrared

laser sensor at the top of the windshield to detect an imminent collision. It can automatically
brake the car to a stop at low speeds if the driver doesn't react. The GT Technology package for
the Grand Touring also bundles a forward collision warning system which uses radar to detect
your closing distance on vehicles ahead and then provides visual and audible alerts with a lane
departure warning system. In Edmunds brake testing, a 6i Touring came to a stop from 60 mph
in feet, which is average for a midsize sedan. A Grand Touring model stopped in feet. In
government crash tests, the Mazda 6 earned the top overall rating of five stars, with four stars
for total frontal impact crash protection and five stars for total side impact protection. The 6
also earned the highest possible rating of "Good" in the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety's moderate overlap and small overlap frontal-offset impact tests, as well as a "Good"
score for the side-impact, roof strength and whiplash protection seats and head restraints tests.
One standout characteristic of the Mazda 6 is its powertrain. The sedan's 2. And although many
of today's automatic transmissions quickly upshift to the highest gear possible and are
reluctant to downshift both strategies are used to boost mpg numbers , the Mazda 6's automatic
is responsive to gas pedal inputs and never feels flat-footed when you're initiating highway
passing maneuvers. Furthermore, Mazda is one of the few automakers that still offers a
six-speed manual gearbox, which is fast becoming an endangered species in the midsize sedan
class. This same light-on-its-feet character carries through when the topic turns to handling.
With its communicative, precise steering and sporty chassis tuning, the Mazda 6 feels
sharp-witted and willing when driven around turns. The flip side, however, is that the 6 rides a
bit more stiffly than competitors, especially with the inch wheels. Like many Mazdas, the 6 is a
car for practical-minded buyers with enthusiast leanings. With plentiful rear legroom, the Mazda
6's rear passengers will feel as if they've been given access to a first-class cabin rather than
coach. There's also generous headroom, even for those taller than 6 feet, though the sedan's
sloping rear roof line makes the rear windows smaller, resulting in a more claustrophobic feel
than you'd get in an Accord or a Camry. There's decent luggage space, as the efficiently shaped
trunk offers In general, the 6's interior design is clean and functional. Polished aluminum trim
accents the cabin, while the Grand Touring's leather upholstery features contrasting stitching.
Materials quality and fit and finish are among the best in the class. In previous years, the 6's
touchscreen interface was a letdown, suffering from a small screen, substandard navigation
map details and occasional inability to get along with Apple products. The new 7-inch screen is
considerably better. Its response times are quick, virtual buttons are large and the display is
legible and easy to understand. The touchscreen also has a knob-type controller on the center
console that provides a secondary way to interact with the screen. Our only complaint is that
when the car is moving, the touchscreen functionality is disabled, leaving the controller as the
only way to access infotainment functions. Upgrades for the Mazda 6 include the revised
infotainment interface and new 7-inch touchscreen. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the 6. View Photos. Write a review See all 6 reviews. Sit low to ground like
sprts car. Great six speed manual. Fun to drive. Not a dog, just tuned cleverly for fuel economy.
Torque max is 3, rpm, allowing great gas milage at normal rpm shifting, and mellow driving,
unless you want, or need more, then, put your foot into it, and it will go. The best of both worlds.
Window on rpm gauge lets you know which gear you're in, and when to up, or down shift. But
tough seeing down, and long, so have to swing out wide going around corners. Lovely styling.
Understated performance, and drivability. Not a "Hey, look at me! Simple, but functional. Read
more. Read less. Have seen mostly i Tourings so I wanted to give an i Sport review. The GreatLooks and handling. Easily the best looking car in the class and lets face it, it's nice having
something different than everyone else. Car either has incredible handling or everything else I
have been driving is poor. The good- Stylish interior and infotainment system. I really like the
interior design but I have to admit When I first drove the car, I thought it was almost weird. I
don't like that the infotainment display always returns to the home screen. Should default to a
channel list. The seats are also a little narrow as others have mentioned. My parents hate this
car because they can barely fit in the seats. Aside from those minor things the interior and
infotainment system are good. The bad- The only real bad things about this car are the head
room around the window areas and the trunk. The trunk is nice and deep but the entrance to the
trunk is small. It is difficult to fit items into the entrance. Also, when you try to reach things out
of the windows its difficult to see what you are reaching for The window is small around the
door frame and at 6'2 I have hit my head multiple times. It has great pick up and incredible
handling. Gas mileage much better than others in this class. A great combination of style and
fun. I wish I could have found a touring with a 6 speed manual and Moonroof. They don't make
that combination. The car feel slightly under powered. I added fog lights which was more for
aesthetics versus function. It is a beautifully styled car, looks very much like a Camary in a lot
of ways but is so much better as far as overall lines. It is far the most balanced of the Mazda

lineup. Bought this car brand new in Oct I am the only one that drives this car. Acceleration is
horrible, and no power at all. Ride quality is horrible, lots of wind noise in cabin if going over 60
mph. Paint is already chipping on hood, and front of car, without highway driving, and car is
parked under covered parking, and washed with gently soap. Albuquerque, NM See all 6 reviews
of the Mazda 6 i Sport Sedan. Write a review. Ride quality may be too firm for some no engine
upgrade available. Full Edmunds Review: Mazda 6 Sedan. Vehicle overview. For , the Mazda 6
sees a number of incremental changes. The Grand Touring trim gets revised front and rear
styling along with new LED headlights that replace the previous xenon headlights. All versions
except the base Sport with a manual transmission get a larger 7-inch touchscreen and a Sport
mode for the automatic transmission. Finally, every Mazda 6 receives an electronic parking
brake and upgraded trim on the dash, center console and armrest. Sign Up. HWY 4. HWY 5.
Mazda CX When you ask, it answers. Emphatically so. Along with your heart rate. Crafted by
Mazda artisans, the Signature interior envelops you in refined comfort using premium materials
like rich Nappa leather and elegant Japanese Sen wood. High Beam Control helps the driver see
better at night by maximizing opportunities to use the high beams. When it senses a potential
unintentional lane departure, it will perform minor steering corrections to help prevent your
vehicle from exiting the lane. This available system is designed to help you see around corners
at night. As you turn a corner, the headlights pivot in the direction of your turn, improve
visibility and allow you to spot potential hazards ahead. If an impact is predicted, the system
will warn the driver and, if necessary, apply the brakes. This information then shows up in the
Active Driving Display, so you can stay alert and informed without taking your eyes off the road.
We want drivers and passengers to feel better getting out of the Mazda6 than when they got in.
The result: less fatigue. So even if you drive across the state, your body will feel like you just
went across town. And we went a step further. The Mazda6 also offers available ventilated front
seats that wick away warm air to keep you and your front passenger cool and dry. A superior
drive starts with superior comfort. Designed around you. All Mazda vehicles are engineered to
keep you connected to the road. But our technology ensures that you stay connected to your
friends and entertainment as well. Easily navigated with the multifunction Commander control
or touch screen, our 8. Maneuvering in and out of tight spaces is a challenge for every driver.
With premium materials like Nappa leather and Japanese Sen wood, the available Signature trim
was created by Mazda artisans to envelop you in refined comfort. These elements combine to
deliver a truly elevated driving experience. Insulating you from distraction and setting your
mind and body at ease. That starts with minimizing wind and road noise as well as unwanted
vibrations, so you and your passengers can have a clear conversation. We accomplish this by
incorporating sound-insulating glass, precisely tuning the suspension and using acoustic
insulation in all the right places. The result is an effortlessly engaging drive for you and
everyone aboard. To us, form and function are inextricably linked. The front fascia of the
Mazda6 includes the grille and fog lamp functionality integrated within a striking LED headlight
design. This not only creates a look of depth, but also helps give the Mazda6 a low profile and a
wide stance. Everything we do as a carmaker is centered around elevating your driving
experience. That starts with eliminating distractions. To that end, the available Active Driving
Display is placed at a precise angle for ideal visibility. At a glance, you can see vehicle speed
and safety system warnings; and when equipped, you also get turn-by-turn commands from the
navigation system plus Traffic Sign Recognition System notifications. When cornering, the
system works seamlessly by adjusting power delivery, shifting vehicle weight on initial turn in
and throughout the corner. Standard on every Mazda6, Blind Spot Monitoring 14 helps detect
objects in your blind spots and alerts you with a chime and warning light in the side mirrors and
in the available Active Driving Display. Vehicle shown may be priced higher. Actual dealer price
will vary. See dealer for complete details. There are limitations to the range and detection of
each safety feature. Based on EPA estimates for Mazda6 with 2. Actual results will vary. Always
check your surroundings visually. Always check your mirrors. Be aware of your surroundings.
There are limitations to the range and detection of the system. Some features may require
cellular or Wi-Fi service; some features may be locked out while the vehicle is in motion. Not all
features are compatible with all phones. Message and data rates may apply. The illustration
displayed is for feature explanation only. It is neither technically accurate nor to scale. Please
reference the Mazda6 Smart Start Guide for more detailed information. Be aware of the traffic
around you. Lane Departure Warning System operates under certain conditions above 37 mph.
It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Lane-keep Assist operates under certain
conditions above 37 mph. Advanced Smart City Brake Support with Day and Night-time
Pedestrian Detection operates under certain conditions between about 2 and 50 mph when
object is a vehicle and between about 6. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving and
is only designed to reduce damage in the event of a collision. There are limitations to the

operation and detection of the system. Smart Brake Support with Collision Warning operates
under certain conditions above 10 mph. Traffic Sign Recognition System is not a substitute for
safe and attentive driving. Factors including weather and the condition of the traffic sign can
impact recognition or display of the sign. Always check traffic signs visually while driving.
Lane-keep Assist operates under certain driving conditions above 37 mph. Certified Pre-Owned
Find a Dealer. Certified Pre-Owned. Explore Build. Mazda3 Sedan. Mazda3 Hatchback. Mazda
MX-5 Miata. Future Vehicles. Learn More. Shopping Tools. Already know the car you want? Let
us help you get a quote. Request A Quote. Why Mazda. Experience Motorsports Partnerships.
Improving the lives of drivers, by creating a better vehicle. Explore Feel Alive. Overview How To
Use. Recalls FAQ. Service Parts Accessories Mazda Collection. Go to MyMazda to enjoy the full
benefits of being a Mazda Owner. Your Location Zip Code Invalid. Automatic power folding side
mirrors Active Driving Display. Full Gallery. Deep Crystal Blue Mica. Jet Black Mica. Black Cloth.
Black Leatherette. Sand Leatherette. Black Leather. Parchment Leather. Deep Chestnut Nappa
Leather. Parchment Nappa Leather. Top Features Design Technology Safety. There's a saying
that goes: "If you love your work, you'll never work a day in your life. The 6 shows off some
passion and attention to detail that isn't commonly found in a midsize sedan. The Mazda 6 looks
great, has a high-quality interior and is simply a joy to drive. There's also a strong value
proposition. For a modest price, the 6 comes standard with Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
compatibility, plus dynamic steering control that helps its handling shine. Most trim levels come
equipped with many advanced safety driver aids as well. But there is one thing that isn't a
strong point for the 6: ride quality. Mazda designed the suspension for athleticism, not gentle
cruising. As such, it has a slightly harsh ride compared to some other sedans. Still, it's our only
on-road gripe. It's a testament to Mazda's passion that 6 is still among our top-rated midsize
sedans, even as other automakers have launched newer models since the 6 debuted way back
in It has since received only incremental changes. Of course, it might be worth your time to
check out some other top sedans such as the well-rounded Honda Accord and sleekly styled
Sonata. Even so, the Mazda 6 remains a compelling pick. The Mazda 6 comes in five trim levels.
The base model Sport and the Touring each use a 2. Going for the Grand Touring gets you a
turbocharged 2. All come with a six-speed automatic transmission. While the Sport may be
entry-level, it is by no means cut-rate. This version of the 6 comes with features such as LED
headlights and an 8-inch touchscreen. Safety features include forward collision warning with
automatic emergency braking, adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring and lane keeping
assist. It's worthwhile to step up to the Touring trim, which adds features throughout the
vehicle. Highlights include a sunroof, proximity keyless entry, simulated leather upholstery,
heated front seats, a power-adjustable driver's seat, and Android Auto and Apple CarPlay
smartphone integration. With the Grand Touring comes the larger engine, plus paddle shifters,
heated side mirrors and an speaker Bose sound system. Meanwhile, the Grand Touring Reserve
adds panache to the equation with adaptive headlights, ventilated front seats, leather
upholstery and heated rear seats. At the top of the hill is the Signature model, a fully loaded
option that adds integrated navigation, a bigger driver information display, and upgraded
leather upholstery and interior trim. Mazda also upgrades the safety aids to include a
surround-view camera system and front and rear parking sensors. I previously owned a white
Mazda 6 Touring. Due to an driver's fail to yield, my car was totalled back in late November. I
checked out a blue Mazda 6. Everything I liked about the was there, with more, including
improvements. I bought the Grand Touring model. The turbo is a great improvement over the
base engine. It's not a rocket by any means, but still lots of low end torque to get you moving.
Under normal driving, the turbo engine seems a bit smoother and more quiet than the base
engine too. In fact, going from the to the , the whole ride seems more compliant and quieter. I
don't notice road imperfections near as much as in my ' The steering is a bit easier while still
communicating the feel of the tires against the pavement. There also seems to be improvement
in the seats. A bit more padding and thigh support. Great for long trips. The interior itself has
been greatly improved in those 4 years. Very sharp looking. I won't go into detail about all the
safety features since they are covered in multiple reviews. Suffice to say it was a good move for
Mazda to make their whole safety suite standard across all trims. That wasn't the case in One
piece of advice. The only difference between the and model years is a new keyfob design and
some badging on the Signature trim. That's it. If you can find the color and trim you like in a
model, then go for it. It has a higher rebate available plus you're more likely to get a better deal
since all their models have been coming in. Hence, I ended up with a Also, I personally would
start with the Grand Touring and go up from there. The Grand Touring is the lowest priced trim
that has the turbo engine. To wrap this up, I'm very happy with my choice. If you're up in the air
about which mid sized sedan to pick, at least have the Mazda 6 on your list of cars to pick from.
It may not have the sales numbers that the Camry or Accord have, but it's a very capable and

competitive sedan. If you want a great looking and great handling mid sized vehicle, this might
be the one. I got the Mazda 6 sport and I couldn't be happier. It combines comfort, fun and
luxury in an unprecedented way. I'm also happy to see the leaps Mazda made in terms of
reliability. I'm actually glad they're using a traditional 6 speed transmission. It means fewer bugs
and a better projected reliability. It's known and been around for a while - why mess with it?
Love this car. Very simply, if my Mazda 6 Reserve went away I'd buy another in an instant
without shopping any other car. Traded in a Mazda 6 for the newer 6 because I wanted the turbo,
and paid extra for the stunning Soul Red paint. My 3rd Mazda is a testament to Mazda's superb
engineering and design. It's beautiful but that does not matter unless the car has 5 star crash
rating and is a kick to drive. Also, the seats are very comfortable and vented. The 6 feels very
solid to drive as steering and suspension provide a sense of total control. OK, rear seat leg
room is poor, but as the driver Mazda's "zoom zoom" advertisement claim is not baloney An
excellent car that feels far more expensive than it is. My car is a signature model which has
every safety and convenience item you could think of. It has good accelleration, and can hold a
6 foot two person in the front seat while having an adult in the back. It also has 15 cubic feet of
storage space which means it can hold two 26 inch suitcases. The radio has no buttons either
on or off the dashboaord. You first have to set the station into memory and then you can push a
place on the steering wheel to increase on decrease the frequency. This is almost unfathnable
to my wife. The radio also has no volume control, instead it is on the steering wheel or stuck
between the seats. Then there is the control for the side windows. It is on the side of the car and
you turn it. It also controls which window you want to adjust. The other bad thing is the
navigation system. It is very slow and confusing. Rarely have I ever been able to give it an
address verbally. Usually if we don't know where we are going we just take my BMW where the
navigation system works. I would not buy this car again if I had a choice. Write a review. See all
19 reviews. NOTE: This video is about the Mazda 6, but since the Mazda 6 is part of the same
generation, our earlier analysis still applies. Join him as he samples how it drives on the road
and track, and keep watching to find out what makes this new Mazda 6 different from its
competitors in the midsize sedan segment. But some car makers aren't taking that lying down.
Now its exterior styling is a little more subtle, but we feel the interior, by far its stand out
feature, punches far above its weight. How does it compare against industry standards like the
Camry and the Accord? Lets go and find out. At the front of the 6, Mazda both made the front
end more aggressive and subtle at the same time. Let me explain. They've calmed down the
signature wing, which is the trim piece that connects the two headlights together, and they
moved the fog light into the headlight, cleaning up the whole front end. But they've kept the
angular design that the Mazda 6 was known for. The new 19 inch wheels look bigger than they
really are, because they've been designed so that the spokes go all the way up to the tire and
are available on the top three trims. Bottom two trims get the more traditional 17 inch wheel.
The back end of the car receives the same styling cues as the front, a flatter signature wing that
connects the two taillights and larger exhaust tips to make the car look more sportier. But more
importantly, let's take a look at the inside of the car where the big changes are. So here on the
inside is where you are going to see the most differentiation. The previous Mazda 6 had a much
more monolithic and vertical center console, whereas this generation is wide and expansive.
There's not a lot of buttons in the middle like the old car. Instead, all you have is HVAC controls.
And then down here, you have the controller for the infotainment system. Clearly, they're
drawing design cues from other luxury car makers, and the material choices reflect that as well.
On the signature trim, you have suede on the dash. You have leather seats and wood trim
pieces all around. Unlike other car makers, they want you to really use the control knob for all
the functions. Well there is a touch screen, it only works when the car is stopped. And also, to
improve connectivity with the car, there's a big seven inch display right on the dash. And in
fact, if we turn on the car, you can't really see the borders of it. It kind of blends in with the rest
of the dash, and it displays things like your trip settings, your economy. Driver assisted
navigation functions as well Another cool feature of the digital dash display is the ability to
cycle through different modes. Now that's not particularly unique to the 6. But what is unique to
the 6 is that you can turn it all off and have a very simplified view of your dash. Previous Mazda
owners will also notice that there is no more flip up glass for the head up display. Instead, it's
all integrated and projects directly on the windshield. When you add all these pieces up, you get
a much more mature interior versus the old car. It's one that we really appreciate, and it's a
design direction that we feel is going the right way. While the interior is all new, the chassis is
still based off the old 6, which brings us to one issue that some may have a problem with, and
that's the back seat. Definitely Camry and Accord have a larger backseat than this car. Now it's
usable for most adults, but you're going to be missing a few inches of knee room that the other
competitors have. And now for my favorite part, let's see how it drives. Another way Mazda

engineers tried to increase the level of luxury in the car is by reducing ambient noise, road
noise, and wind noise. And in fact, they did a lot of changes to the body to do that. Now on a
twisty road like this, you won't really notice it too much, just because you're having a lot of fun
driving, right? But on the highway, that translates into a lot more calmer ride. Now it's not
noiseless, especially on these 19 inch low profile tires, but the noises that do come in the car
are much more subdued, and lower in frequency, which doesn't really grate on your ears as
much. Another unique attribute about the new six are these seats. Now they've been
recontoured, and the feature new material so that little bit denser, and more comfortable. But
the profiling of material has been changed so that your pelvis fits into the little nook back here,
reducing the need for bolstering. Now on the signature trim car, you still have adjustable lumbar
support, and two position driver memory. So you and a co-owner, or a friend, or your partner
can share driving duties without messing too much with any of the adjustments. But one thing
that will take your mind off of the interior is the drive dynamics. Now the 6 has always been a
fairly good handling car, and this new one is no different. In fact, Mazda went through great
lengths with the suspension to give it a little more comfort on choppy roads like this, without
losing any of its pitch or roll stability. What that means is when you fling it through corners, the
car stays flatter, and doesn't rock your head front, back, and side to side. In fact, amongst the
midsize sedan segment, Mazda 6 is probably one of the better handling cars out there. But what
good is all this suspension if you don't have the power to match with it, right? Well, with this 2.
On this twisty road, it doesn't take much to get the car pulled into the corner, in fact. In fact, you
have to be careful not to give it too much throttle, and get some torque steer through the wheel.
Now torque steer is where one wheel has a little bit more grip than the other, and it will send a
little bit of feedback through the wheel to let you know, hey, maybe you need to back off a little
bit. Sending the power to the front wheels is this six speed transmission. Now there's paddle
shifters so you can shift manually if you'd like, but frankly, it's just fine in automatic. In fact,
there's a sport mode, which only works through the transmission, that holds gears longer, and
makes down shifts more aggressive. But frankly, even in regular automatic mode, the computer
has enough flexibility to make the shifts more aggressive on his own where you might not even
use sport mode. Now some of the Mazda 6's competitors have gone to eight and nine speed
transmissions, so the Mazda 6 may seem archaic with six speed. But with such broad torque
coming from the engine, and good gearing from this gearbox, Mazda didn't feel like they needed
to invest in a transmission with even more gears. Now what's the result of that? Well, the car
stays in gear longer, so it's not shifting as much. So you get a more consistent pull as you're
accelerating down the road. On top of that, when you downshift, it's not downshifting three or
four gears. It's usually just one, and it puts it right in the sweet spot for you to have a very
strong acceleration coming out of a corner. Frankly, we haven't noticed any issues with it and
we think it's a great idea. Not bad. While at the track, the Mazda didn't generate the numbers we
felt like it could achieve when we were driving down the road. It accelerated from 0 to 60 MPH in
6. While not absolutely praiseworthy, it's certainly satisfactory as both 0 to 60 and quarter mile
times put it right between the base engine and option engine equipped versions of the Camry
and Accord. There are steering changes as well. The steering rack is mounted directly to the
subframe. No bushings. What that means is you can feel the grain of the road. And we're going
over these little ribbons in the road, and I can feel them through the steering wheel. On top of
that, the steering rack has been calibrated to give it very good weight and heft. Some people
might find it a bit too heavy, but anyone who's driven a sports car will be right at home. How do
all these changes translate? Well frankly, wonderfully. The car is uniform through the corners.
You can pitch it in hard and the car stays very composed. It doesn't matter if it's small little
bumps like what we're feeling now, or larger bumps like that. The car never gets upset. You can
drive this car far faster than the speed limit would suggest you can, and have no problems
doing it. Now obviously, we suggest you keep with the law, but it's nice to know you can if you
needed to. Surprisingly, turning isn't as aggressive as I thought it would be, but that's not such
a bad thing. It follows through really well, meaning once I do get the right amount of turn inset,
the car doesn't really deviate from that. And I can control it with the throttle and the steering
wheel so that I can kind of manage my understeer very well. With the changes to the
suspension, the steering rack, the Mazda 6 has nothing to worry about maintaining its position
as the sportiest mid-size sedan on the market. Sure, its heavy steering and suspension may
draw away some potential buyers. But it's torquey engine, subtle exterior, and stand out interior
are more than enough for it to compete against the traditional favorites, Honda Accord and
Toyota Camry. But what Mazda has done with the signature trim elevates the 6 away from those
two into the luxury segment. What are your thoughts? Let us know in the comments below. To
see more videos like these, subscribe to our YouTube channel, and check us out on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter. And don't forget, you can always find out more information on our

website, Edmunds. The Honda Accord has set the benchmark for this segment year after year,
and the latest version is no exception. It has excellent powertrains and lots of advanced safety,
plus some of the driving fun we like in the Mazda. Simply put, the Accord won't steer you
wrong. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Accord. Buyers typically flock to the
Toyota Camry for its comfortable ride and ease of use. New models offer the added benefit of
great fuel economy and an all-wheel-drive option. However, we found the Camry lacking in
some areas. Its four-cylinder engine is loud, for instance, and its advanced safety equipment is
often too sensitive. One size smaller in the Mazda lineup is the compact Mazda 3, a similarly
delightful sedan with a more affordable price point than the 6. It also has more options,
including a hatchback version and available all-wheel drive. Passenger space and cargo room
are limited, as you'd expect. But the Mazda 3 is a great option for those not quite ready for the
larger 6. The least-expensive Mazda 6 is the Mazda 6 Sport 4dr Sedan 2. The Mazda 6 is offered
in the following submodels: 6 Sedan. Available styles include Touring 4dr Sedan 2. Consumer
ratings and reviews are also available for the Mazda 6 and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds
users rate the 6 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated
consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our
database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior
design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the 6. Edmunds experts have compiled a
robust series of ratings and reviews for the Mazda 6 and all model years in our database. Our
rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the 6 featuring deep dives into
trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers
expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video
reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert
car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous
testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also
regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every
day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and
whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the
best decision on a car that fits your life. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck listings of over 6
million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO Mazda 6 for sale near.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive
database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle
you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find
out what other owners paid for the Mazda 6. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new,
used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information
like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance ,
features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control,
parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type,
tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Home Mazda Mazda 6. Select year - New - New. Other years. Pros
Suave interior and exterior design Comfortable and supportive front seats Entertaining handling
Cons Not as comfortable as other sedans in ride quality What's new The Mazda 6 returns
unchanged for Part of the third Mazda 6 generation introduced in The Mazda 6 pulls off
near-luxury quality thanks to its impressive ride comfort and smart attention to detail. But its
greatest trick is that it's simply a joy to drive. Sedans aren't typically dripping with charisma.
This one has plenty to spare. The Mazda 6 is one of the best-handling midsize sedans you can
buy. We came away thoroughly impressed with the way it turns into corners and stays
composed over bumps in the road. It also has excellent steering, offering a hefty weight at low
speeds that blends into accurate feedback as you push the car. This is the best it gets. The
optional turbocharged four-cylinder engine is also strong and makes plenty of power off the
line. The thrust peters out as you get up to highway speeds or beyond , but this isn't much of an
issue for a family sedan. The transmission, even though it's behind the times with only six
gears, shifts quickly and smoothly. The front seats are firm and contoured enough to prevent
you from moving around during hard driving, yet they're comfortable on long-range cruises.

Our test car also came with much-appreciated touches such as leather trim and ventilation. The
standard dual-zone climate control takes some time to cool the cabin, but it's quiet and simple
to operate. Here's the downside: The 6 does not have a plush ride. Its sport-tuned suspension
prioritizes driving thrills over comfort. The 6 is a bit stiff compared to competitors, but it's not
punishing. Otherwise, the cabin is calm and well insulated, save for a little wind and road noise
on the highway. Getting in and out is easy thanks to wide-opening doors. Tall-torsoed rear
passengers may have to duck their heads due to the 6's sloping rear roofline, but otherwise
getting into the back isn't a problem. There's plenty of legroom and headroom up front. Rear
passengers will notice less legroom than the Accord or the Camry offers, but average-size folks
should find the space comfortable. Most functions have multiple access paths, but the central
control knob is used for everything. It's easy to operate and allows you to keep your eyes on the
road. The steering wheel controls are numerous and kind of fiddly, and we wish the
touchscreen didn't have a lockout feature while in motion. Adaptive cruise control works well
and is able to bring the Mazda 6 down to a stop when necessary. The statuses for the adaptive
cruise control, blind-spot monitor, lane departure warning and front crash mitigation are visible
through the optional head-up display, giving the driver additional situational awareness.
Mazda's available navigation system works well in conjunction with voice control and the
control knob, but some functions are nonintuitive, such as menu-based zooming when in map
mode. Most buyers won't take issue with the Interior storage space for small items is sufficient.
If you've got small kids to haul around, Mazda provides four recessed lower car seat anchors
and three upper tether points. The lower anchors are located under plastic covers and could get
lost easily. They're also a bit of a tight fit. We tested the 6 with its optional turbocharged engine.
This is an average figure for a midsize sedan with an upgraded engine. We easily matched that
on our mixed-driving mile evaluation route, getting Mazda has achieved its goal of creating a
borderline-luxury sedan at an affordable price. Especially in the leading Signature trim, the
Mazda 6 has excellent fit and finish. It has a refined design, taut execution and composed ride
â€” a combination rarely found at this price. As a bonus, it's the most fun in its class to drive.
Mazda 6 has taken a midsize sedan and injected it with style and personality. In one of the auto
industry's most competitive classes, the Mazda 6 offers charisma and finesse that instantly
stand out. Driving fun is standard, and we like it paired with the turbocharged 2. Stepping up to
that model also nets you larger brakes and an upgraded Bose sound system. Read more. Find
savings on the 6 for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all 6 lease offers. Sponsored cars
related to the 6. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, What a difference 4 model years
make. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already
have a dealer quote? Smart Brake Support Warns you if a front impact is imminent and applies
the brakes automatically to mitigate the effects of a collision. Traffic Sign Recognition System
Reads and relays traffic sign information to the driver on a head-up display so you're always
aware. Side Impact Test Good. Mazda 6 vs. Honda Accord The Honda Accord has set the
benchmark for this segment year after year, and the latest version is no exception. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. FAQ Is the Mazda 6 a good car? The Edmunds experts tested the 6
both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about Mazda 6 fuel economy,
so it's important to know that the 6 gets an EPA-estimated 26 mpg to 29 mpg, depending on the
configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that the 6 has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To
determine whether the Mazda 6 is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which
come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the 6. Look for specific complaints
that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the 6's average consumer rating to
that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Mazda 6 is
a good ca
2000 lincoln ls door panel removal
stair parts diagram
harley davidson starter relay problems
r. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the 6 and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy,
cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the 6 is a
good car for you. Other versions include: Touring 4dr Sedan 2. If you're interested in the Mazda
6, the next question is, which 6 model is right for you? What do people think of the Mazda 6?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Mazda 6 and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good
price for a New Mazda 6? Which Mazda 6s are available in my area? Can't find a new Mazda 6s
you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a

Mazda 6? Check out Mazda lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the 6
drive? How comfortable is the 6? How economical is the 6? Is the 6 a good value?

